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Abstract—A new magnetic contour matching (MAGCOM) 
algorithm is proposed, which reduces computation by 
searching the solutions in δ-neighborhood of measurement. 
This algorithm can be used in geomagnetism aided 
navigation to improve real-time practicability even there are 
large errors. Effect of the algorithm is evaluated by 
simulation. The results show that this algorithm has 
advantage in time-cost, and doesn’t lead to matching 
probability and position error worse observably.  

Keywords- magnetic contour matching; δ-neighborhood; 
geomagnetism aided navigation; real-time practicability; time-
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Geomagnetism aided navigation (GAN) is the 

technique using variations in geomagnetic field to estimate 
the position, which has been a focus of navigation field in 
recent years[1-4]. Being similar to terrain-aided navigation 
(TAN), the existed GAN algorithms stem from TAN, 
which has two means: magnetic contour matching 
(MAGCOM) and geomagnetic filter. While researches 
show that matching has no accumulated errors, and can be 
used in chopping mode and may obtain higher precision 
than filter[4] .magnetic matching becomes the main trend 
gradually. 

The essential of MAGCOM is registration between 
reference map and real-time sequence measurements of 
geomagnetic field intensity. The estimated path is the one 
in which reference intensity is the closest to real-time 
sequence. To find out the “closest one”, we usually 
compute all possible data in the search area. Therefore, the 
existed geomagnetic matching method, MAGCOM, will 
be in the trouble of long time consuming in large search 
area. A searching strategy which can reduce scope of 
search according to the real-time measured data at all times 
during the search course of possible path is proposed in 
this paper. This method can reduce computation amount 
and fasten search process to a great extent. 

II. Δ-NEIGHBORHOOD OF EXPECTED SOLUTION 
The search area is usually determined in this way: the 

centre is INS track, and we extend the center along the 
longitude and latitude to a rectangle. Size of the rectangle 
is determined by the largest estimate of INS error to assure 
the real track is inside the map. Information including 
geographic latitude, geographic longitude, and 
geomagnetic field of the search area is stored in computer 
beforehand, which is so-called reference map. Because 
INS has no heading error in a brief time, we assume INS 
track parallels vehicle track in matching time, and the latter 
(what is called real-time track) is the expected solution of 
matching. Assuming that the effective matching area in 
reference map is square grid M by M. Every grid in the 
reference map may be the starting point of the track. Once 
the starting point is fixed, other points in the track are 
known according to information from INS. All the paths 
with geomagnetic field intensity preparing to match are 
named sub-maps. If reference map has M M  grids, the 
number of sub-maps is S M M  .Assumed N  is the 
length of sampling sequence of real-time track, matching is 
the process of finding out the only one path which is the 
closet to real-time geomagnetic field intensity sequence 
{Tt(k), k=1,2,… ,N} in the sub-maps {Tj(k), k=1,2,…N, 

j=1,2,…,S}. “Close” can be measured by mean absolute 
difference (MAD) described in expression (1): 
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The sub-map which minimizes measurement (1) is the 
result we search. As a common geomagnetic matching 
method, MAGCOM find out the result by comparing the 
measurement all over the solutions. Consequently, amount 
of computation will increase rapidly with INS error 
increasing. To use geomagnetic matching in this situation, 
we must reduce the number of search solutions while 
search area is unchanged. 
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In matching time  1, Nt t , the distance between two 

continuous curves ( )iT t  and ( )jT t is defined as: 

0 max ( ) ( )i jd T t T t  , 

1 max ( ) ( ) (2)i jd T t T t    

0d  and 1d  satisfy distance axiom, and they are named 
the zero order distance and the first order distance 
separately. Let the geomagnetic field continuous curves in 
the track of vehicle is ˆ( )T t ，and the sampling sequence 

of the same track in reference map is ˆ( )T k . In order to 
decrease search scope, we can choose to search in the 
neighborhood of expected solution only. ˆ( )T k  is just the 

expected solution. Choosing the belt from ˆ ( )jT t   to 

ˆ ( )jT t   as the solutions to search (as is shown in Fig .1. 
Y-axis is geomagnetic field intensity, and X-axis is time.) 
If one geomagnetic curve in track ( )jT t  is inside the belt, 

it means that the distance between ( )jT t and ˆ ( )jT t is less 

than (or equals) . can be defined as the zero order or 
the first order distance. The belt is named δ-neighborhood 
of measurement ˆ ( )jT t , which is less than rectangle search 
area obviously. 
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Figure 1.  distance between geomagnetic field continuous curves 

III. SEARCHING IN Δ-NEIGHBORHOOD 

Notice that the purpose ˆ ( )jT t  can not be obtained 
beforehand. In the following, two solutions to confirm δ-
neighborhood are presented. 

A. Ideal condition 

In this case, no any error exists between reference map 
and real-time measurement sequence, that is 
ˆ ( ) ( )j tT k T k .Therefore, the search area is δ-

neighborhood of ( )tT k . Keeping sampling time 
unchanged,   is the threshold value to express the size of 
neighborhood. 

The search process is described as follows: After start 
point (1)tT  is measured, we search all the tracks in which 

sub-map is inside the area 0(1) (1)t jT T   .As the 

zero order distance, 0  is the threshold of measurement 

intensity error permitted. That’s to say, 0 is the width of 

error belt whose center is (1)tT . The tracks outside the 
area are excluded. With the vehicle moving, we can get the 
next measurement (2)tT , and compute the average change 

of rate (1)tK  of two geomagnetic field intensity, and 

search the tracks satisfying 0(2) (2)t jT T    and 

1(1) (1)t jK K    in present solutions, where 1 is the 
threshold of measurement grads error permitted. This 
process which excludes the impossible tracks continues 
until one of the following conditions satisfies: only one 
track left; finding out the track minimum measurement in 
the left sub-map. 

Not considering measurement error, ˆ ( )jT k  is 

superposition of ( )tT k . In this case, let 0 0  ，and 

1 0  . Since ˆ ( )jT k  must be in the sub-map, we can 
find the real track of the vehicle. 

B. Effect of error 

Considering errors between real-time geomagnetic 
field intensity sequence and reference map, ˆ ( )

j
T k  does not 

accord with ( )tT k  any more, and the corresponding 
distance between them is 0 0  ， 1 0  . We must 
choose 0 1max( , )    large enough so that expected 

solution is in the δ-neighborhood of ( )tT k . However, 
large   may increase matching time. On the other hand, 
small   may mistake the tracks because the expected 
solution may be outside the search area. Therefore, in 
order to reduce the computation and increase the precision, 
the most important issue is choosing threshold   
appropriately.  

The error between the reference map and real-time 
geomagnetic field intensity sequence can be described in 
three forms: Gauss white noise distributed with mean 0 
and variance 2 , noise uniformly distributed 
in [ / 2, / 2]a a , and constant noise with value  . Assume 
that these three kinds of noise do not correlate and satisfy 
additive description. Take 3 as bound of Gauss white 
noise and assume sampling period as per unit, then 
distance  can be chosen as 

3 (4)a    
Since the quantity in the measurement performs the 

arithmetic operation of subtraction, constant noise will not 
bring difference. 

Choosing (3) as criterion for search area has a 
disadvantage. In (3), we look 3  as distributed range of 
white Gauss noise with mean 0 and variance

2 . 
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According to statistical probability, the real-time 
geomagnetic field intensity is very likely in this range. 
However, there are still individuals outside the range 
which are called wild points. 

If there are wild points in real-time sequence, the 
expected solution, which correlates with vehicle track, may 
be excluded from possible solutions. It will lead searching 
to failure. To avoid this situation, we refer to[5], and have 
operation as follows: 

After getting several measurement data, we compute 
the average value  .If 3 a   , the solution is 
excluded. The more measurement data we compute, the 
better possible solutions, because the influence of the wild 
points will be less. 

IV. SIMULATION OF THE Δ-NEIGHBORHOOD MAGNETIC 
CONTOUR MATCHING ALGORITHM 

Before In the following simulation, the reference maps 
have 60×60 grids. The noise is composed of uniform and 
Gauss ones. The former is uniformly distributed in 
[ 10,10] , and the later is with mean 0 and variance 

2 20  ,then 46.8  .After 1000 times simulation in 
various matching length, we can get matching probability 
and errors of δ-neighborhood MAGCOM, and compare 
these quality indexes with standard MAGCOM, as shown 
in Fig .2. 

 

 
(a)Comparison of matching probability in various matching length 

 
(b) Comparison of location errors in various matching length 

Figure.2 Comparison of matching probability and precision in 
searching all over the solutions and in δ-neighborhood in various 

matching length 
 

From Fig .2, we can see matching probability and 
position error of δ-neighborhood MAGCOM are a bit 
worse than standard algorithm. It is mostly because we get 
local optimum solution when we search in δ-neighborhood. 

Meanwhile, if we replace the real geomagnetic field by 
measurement one, position may be failure because of the 
real vehicle track outside the searching area. The 
difference between searching area in two algorithms can 
be decreased by enlarging . In the simulation (Fig .2), 
the maximum difference of mean matching probability is 
5%, and the maximum difference of position error is 2.258 
grids. Moreover, when matching array length grows to a 
certain number, matching probability in two algorithms 
can be 100%. It means choosing 3 a    is suitable. 

On the other hand, the main purpose of searching in 
neighborhood is to shrink the search area and reduce 
matching time. In the following, we will compare the time-
costing performance of two algorithms. Simulation 
parameters are the same as the former. In various matching 
array length, time-costing for two algorithms is as shown 
in Fig .3. In standard algorithm, since the search area is all 
over the field, the number of match array is certain. 
Matching time will be increases almost linearly with the 
length of sequence N. However, the computation of 
searching in neighborhood rests with the number of 
possible solutions in δ. Since noise is random, the number 
of possible solutions in δ is not fixed. Therefore, matching 
time is different even in the same length of sequence. In 
order to represent time-costing, we use three curves: mean, 
maximum and minimum. From Fig .3, we can see the 
maximum time-costing may be very long, because wild 
points would bring the possible solutions in δ to be zero, 
which need longer δ neighborhood and search again. With 
the length of matching sequence N increasing, because the 
possible solutions will decrease quickly, the presented 
algorithm has advantage in computation efficiency. 

 
Figure.3   Time-cost of searching all over the solutions and in δ-

neighborhood in various matching length 

V. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we present an improved geomagnetic 

contour matching algorithm, which can achieve lower 
time-cost by decrease search area to δ-neighborhood. The 
size of δ is discussed in ideal and error condition. At last, 
we evaluate the effect of improved algorithm by 
simulation. The results show that this algorithm has 
advantage in computation efficiency, and doesn’t make 
matching probability and position error worse obviously. 
At the same time, the algorithm is more appropriate to the 
situation that matching sequence N is long enough and 
wild points in measurement sequence have been pretreated. 
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